We consider finely harmonic functions A on a fine, Greenian domain V c K1 with finite Dirichlet integral wrt Gm, i.e.
1. Introduction and statement of results. Properties of harmonic functions with finite Dirichlet integral have been studied by several authors. In 1962, Doob [5] , extending earlier works by Brelot and Godefroid, proved that a harmonic function h on a domain Fin Rd(d > 2) admitting a Green function and with a finite Dirichlet integral, i.e.
(1.1) (\vh\2dm <oo (where m denotes Lebesgue measure in Rd) always has a fine boundary function h* and h -* h* along the Green lines of V. Doob (and Brelot and Godefroid) used a measure on the space of all Green lines. In this article we use Brownian motion and stochastic calculus to prove a result of this type and establish a corresponding L2-isometry (Theorem 1) in the more general situation when h is a finely harmonic function on a fine domain Fin Rd with a Green function G. The assumption that h has a finite Dirichlet integral is replaced by the assumption that (1.2) f\vh(y)\2G(x, y)dm(y) < oo for all* g V,
i.e. that h has a finite Dirichlet integral wrt the Green measure. (It is known (Debiard and Gaveau [4] ) that v/i exists a.e. wrt m on V.) In the case when h is harmonic in the ordinary sense on an ordinary Greenian domain V then (1.1) is a stronger assumption than (1.2), because G(x, y) -* 0 as y -» W (the boundary of V) and the singularity of G(x, y) at y = x is w-integrable. For example, if V is the unit disc DcR2 then a harmonic function h on D satisfies (1.1) if and only if the Fourier coefficients h*(n) of its boundary function h* satisfy (1.3) Z\h*(n)\2\n\< oo, = j\vh(y)Hjj}(x, y) dm(x)\ dm(y) < oo, since supy( j wG(x, y)dm(x)) < oo. So (1.2) holds for a.a. x^W wrt m. In particular, the function H(x) = fv\Vh(y)\2G(x, y) dm(y) is not infinite everywhere in V. But then it follows from Theorem 2.4 in Fuglede [11] that H(x) is a fine potential in V and therefore finite quasi-everywhere, as asserted.
As a consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain several properties equivalent to (1.2), one of these being that h is the harmonic extension to F of a random function h* (of a certain type), i.e. h(x) = Ex[h*] for all x G F (Theorem 2). Another application is that the polar sets are removable singularity sets for a finely harmonic function h satisfying (1.2) (Theorem 3). This result is in contrast with the situation for finely harmonic functions h satisfying (1.1). In this case it is known that polar sets need not be removable singularity sets (see Fuglede [10, Théorème 12 and p. 153]). Thus the condition (1.1) does not imply (1.2) in general.
2. Boundary behaviour. In the following, Bt(u), u g ñ, t > 0, will denote Brownian motion in Rd (d > 2). The probability law of Bt starting at x g Rd is denoted by Px, and Ex is the expectation operator wrt Px.
For a finely open set KcR^we will let tv = inf{t > 0; Bt g V) be the first exit time from V (rv= oo if 5, g F for all t > 0). If tY < oo a.s. the harmonic measure
Xyx at x wrt V is defined by If BT(u) G U then there exists e > 0 such that Bt(u) G U for all Proof. Since the fine topology is completely regular we can for each x g U find a finely continuous function y -» fx(y) on Rd such that 0 < fx < 1, fx = 1 onRd\U and fx(x) = 0. Let Dx c U be a fine neighbourhood of jc such that /,. < \ on Dx. The family { Dx )xe v covers U, so by Doob's quasi-Lindelöf principle [5] we can find a countable subfamily {Dx }"_j such that
Then / is finely continuous, / = 1 on Rd \ U, and / < 1 on U\ K. Assume Br g U. Since K is polar, BT g #, and therefore f(BT) < 1, a.s. By Lemma 2, r -» f(Bt) is continuous a.s. So for a.a. u there exists e > 0 such that/(I?,) < 1 for t -e < t < t. This implies that B, g í/ for t -e < / < t and Lemma 3 is proved.
Letting m -» oo we obtain, using Lemma (See Dynkin [7, Theorem 3.11, p. 100], or 0ksendal [13, (7. 15)].) Assume (2.6) holds for a giveny. For simplicity put a = t A S,, b = t A S,+1. Then, using (7.16) in [13] Ex
where ^ = f0b \Vh(Bs)\2ds = f0x\Vh(Bs)\2Xls,x)(b) ds. Since
and «a* = r|Vn(5a
we obtain from (2.8) that
Ex\h2(Bb)\ = h2(x) + E'\ fh\vh(Bs)\2ds
.Jo which establishes the induction step of (2.6). Observe that by Lemma 1 E* f"\vh(Bs)\2ds\= ¡ \vt\2G(x,y)dm(y) < £ f |vn| G(x, y) dm(y) < oo. We may regard h* as a generalized (random) boundary value function ofh, in the sense that h* is measurable wrt the tail field 93 v and h is the "harmonic extension" ofh* to V, i.e. So h(BtAry) converges in L2(PX) as t T i>. By (2.17), (2.23) and the martingale convergence theorem this limit is necessarily equal to hx. Thus we have proved that (2.9)-(2.13) hold "with hx instead of h*. We proceed to show that hx does not depend on x (modulo sets of measure 0):
Choose arbitrary y g V. By adding an extra finely open set Uy if necessary we may assume that the sequence {F"} constructed above contains y (as well as x) for large enough n. Let !%" denote the a-algebra generated by {BT-, k > n). Then if n is large enough (2. So we put h* = hx, and Theorem 1 is proved. Proof, (i) => (ii) by Theorem 1.
(ii) => (iii). Suppose (ü) holds. Choose x g F. Let t < rv be a stopping time. First assume that t < t" for some n. Then since h* is 93 ^-measurable 6Th* = h* (see e.g. In the general case we apply the above argument to t a t" and obtain Ex[h2(BTArJ] < Mx. Letting n -> oo we get (iii). 3. Removable singularities. We now apply the existence of stochastic boundary values to prove the polar sets are removable singularity sets for finely harmonic functions with finite Dirichlet integral wrt the Green measure. Now assume that (3.1) holds. This gives as before that hn = h(Br) converges in L2(PX) and pointwise a.e. Px to a function gx g L2(Px). But we also know that hn -* h* a.e. Pz for z g \J^_xUn\F and therefore /i" -* h* a.e. P*. We conclude that (3.11) gx = h* êI2(Pj).
So we define where x0 is some point in U. Suppose (3.13) holds. Then h extends to a finely harmonic function in U.
Remarks. (1) Note that Theorem 3 also gives a proof of Theorem 9.15 in Fuglede [8] : If h is bounded in F, then h* is bounded and so h(x) = Ex[h*] is the required harmonic extension of h. Using the identity (3.10) we also see that if A is bounded in F then (3.1) holds.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) The results above also apply to the case where we have m-dimensional finely harmonic functions h: KcR"-> Rm. In particular, they apply to the finely harmonic morphisms <f> = (<p,,... ,<¡>m): V -* Rm. In that case the condition that (3.14) f\w<pÁ2(y)G(x, y)dm(y)< oo, 1 <J< m,x e F, Jy can be seen to be satisfied if the exit time r^V) for Brownian motion in Rm has a finite expected value:
To see that (3.15) implies (3.14) we apply the fact that <¡> is a Brownian path preserving function (see ( as asserted. In view of (1.4) it is natural to regard the finely harmonic morphisms satisfying (3.14) as generalized //^-functions. The implication (3.15) => (3.14) then corresponds to the now-well-known connection between classical H2-functions and exit times from their image sets. See Burkholder [2] . (3) Consider the special case of an ordinary harmonic function h on a domain (in the ordinary topology) F in Rd. Then the conclusions of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 hold in particular if we replace the condition (1.2) by (1.1), since-as noted in the introduction-(1.1) implies (1.2) in that case.
In this case the assumption (3.1) of Theorem 3 can be relaxed to (3.17) below.
Corollary
2. Let U be a Greenian domain in Rd (in the ordinary topology), F a relatively closed polar subset of U and h a harmonic function on U\F. Suppose (3.17) ¡\vh(y)\2G(x, y) dm(y) < oo for all x g U\F.
Ju
Then h extends to a finely harmonic function in U.
Proof. From Theorem 1 we obtain h* = lim,ÍT(//i(¿?,) g L2(PZ) for z g U\F as before. By the Harnack inequalities we have h* G L2(Px) for x e F also, sõ h(x) = Ex[h*], x&U, is the desired harmonic extension.
Finally, we note that by combining Corollary 2 with remark (2) we obtain Corollary 3. Let U be a Greenian domain in C", F a relatively closed polar subset of U andtp a (complex) analytic function on U\F. Suppose that £zK«/\f)] < oo forallze<b(U\F).
Then <p extends to an analytic function on U.
